
 

INTERNSHIP PROGRAM JOB OFFER, ID: 5588

 

Starts at:

Ends at:

2019-12-07 - 2019-12-15

2020-12-07 - 2020-12-15

(Dates are flexible)

Total number of Full time employees: 225;

Annual Revenue: 7.5 million;

TX54I
INTERNSHIP
2019

INTERNSHIP DESCRIPTION  
 

Position: Ala Carte Cook

Number of students needed: 2-3

Open spots left at the moment: 2-3

Job rotation: Yes. Yes within the Kitchen Department.

Responsibilities and daily duties: All A La Carte Cooks are responsible for the preparation, cooking and 

proper doneness of all items from stations as they appear on the menu and daily specials. He / she is 

responsible for all items that come out of the station he / she is relieving. A La Carte Cooks are 

responsible for obtaining the necessary setup sheets and mise en place list from shift supervisors. He / 

she performs other necessary duties as requested by kitchen supervisors and / or kitchen management 

and observes club’s safety rules and guidelines. AM / PM Pantry – The Pantry Cook is responsible for 

the cooking and preparation of all salads, cold soups and accompanying garnishes, cold appetizers and 

sandwiches that appear on the menu or on daily specials. The pantry Cook is also responsible for 

making all special dressings, cold sauces, and cold soups by following standardized recipes that are 

used in daily production. The Pantry Cook is also responsible for the cleanliness of walk-in coolers and 

reach-in refrigerators. AM / PM Saute – The Sauté Cook is responsible for the preparation, cooking and 

proper doneness of all items from the sauté station as they appear on the menu and daily specials. He / 

she maintains consistency and order on the cooking line. AM / PM Veg – The Vegetable Cook is 

responsible for the preparation, cooking, and proper doneness of all items from the vegetable station 

that appear either on the menu or as a special. He / she performs other necessary duties as requested 

by the Restaurant Chef, Sous Chef or kitchen management. AM / PM Grill – The Grill Cook is responsible 

for the preparation, cooking and proper doneness of all items from the sauté station as they appear on 

the menu and daily specials.

Estimated h/week: 35 to 40 hours per week

Compensation type: Wage per hour, $12. 00 - $12. 50 hour based on experience



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



REQUIREMENTS  
 

English rate: 9

Objectives: JOB SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES: 1. Prepares / restocks all menu items (wash and cut 

vegetables, meats, etc. ), pertinent to this station, before each meal period and maintains product 

levels during service hours. 2. Prepares food for taste panels on time, as assigned by Sous Chef. 3. 

Ensures that food is served in a timely manner. (Per function BEO specifications, 10-15 minutes from 

when ticket is fired for Terrace and Grill Room orders). 4. Notifies Restaurant Chef / Sous Chef / kitchen 

management in advance of product shortages. 5. Covers, dates, and labels all items on line and walk-in 

cooler. 6. Prepares and serves items in accordance with established portion and presentation 

standards. 7. Carefully follows standard recipes when pre-preparing and preparing all items. 8. Assists 

with preparation of other food products as needed. 9. Has complete knowledge of all items (and 

specials) on menu for all stations. Including the cooking method, portion size, and plate presentations 

of all menu items. 10. Responsible for checking China, making sure they it is clean and free of water 

spots. 11. Checks with appropriate kitchen management prior to throwing away food. 12. Prepares 

items as assigned on daily production board. 13. Keeps walk-in cooler and refrigerated drawers clean 

and organized at all times. 14. Required to maintain a station food storage cart in the a la carte walk-in 

cooler. 15. Sets station up as outlined by the AM / PM station set-up sheet, which is to be maintained 

and updated by employee together with Sous Chef to determine best organization of station. 16. 

Responsible for taking temperature control checks, and / or organizing the walk-in cooler as assigned 

by the Sous Chef on the production board.

Requirements (skills, experience, qualifications, etc.): English: Excellent (Advanced) or Good.  Pursues 

an active interest in culinary development beyond the scope of his / her specific area of responsibility. 

This is to include, but is not limited to ACF sanctioned culinary competitions.  Shows initiative to pursue 

continuing education courses in the culinary field.  Possesses technical skills needed to fulfill required 

job duties. Must have sound knowledge of the Club’s menus. Must possess skills to determine and 

prepare food to proper taste, seasoning, doneness, presentation, timing and product utilization.  Must 

clean station at the end of each shift, this includes cleaning the workstation as well as removal of any 

trash accumulated during the shift. Employee should leave station in an orderly fashion after sanitizing 

and removing soiled items.  Makes sure oncoming shift is in place and is aware of any outstanding 

orders.  Must be able to take direction from immediate supervisors. Prepares items assigned on daily 

production board.  Attends mandatory kitchen meetings.  Understands and uses standardized recipe 

cards and production sheets. Produces correct amount of mise en place for daily use by using recipe 

cards and production sheets, with as little waste of time or product as possible, ensuring that time and 

materials are not wasted.  Understands and follows sanitation practices. Properly cools and stores all 

foods. Cleans and sanitizes workstation and equipment. Keeps station and coolers clean and neat not 

only during his / her shift, but for the oncoming shift as well. Cleans spills immediately after they occur. 

 Returns appropriately packaged unused food products, food preparation utensils and other small-

ware items to the proper areas.  Checks in with immediate supervisor regarding any banquet assigned 

food production that needs to be completed.  Keeps in mind that the kitchen is a “TEAM” operation, 

the AM shift will prep for the PM shift and vice versa. Assists with preparation of other food products 

in any other area of the kitchen as directed by immediate supervisor.  Properly assembles all tools and 

utensils needed to accomplish job duties. Exhibits ability to prioritize work and ensure that immediate 

needs are met.  Understands and shows commitment to teamwork, knowing when to ask for and / or 

offer help to colleagues.  Submits daily requisitions to the respective departments before leaving for 

the day, even if not scheduled for the next shift.  Maintains safety and security at workstation. 

Demonstrates proper knife, tool, and kitchen equipment handling skills.  Checks in with the respective 

AM / PM Sous Chef at the beginning and at the end of each shift.  Coordinates break time with 

respective Sous Chef. Break(s) must be taken in the designated break areas, which are the locker rooms 

or staff cafeteria.  Accommodates any reasonable special requests from Club members.  Must have the 

knowledge of basic culinary fundamentals.  Must have a working knowledge of sauces, stocks, 

dressings and butchering skills.  Must be able to communicate in and have a basic comprehension of 

the English language.  Must be able to work a flexible schedule and / or over time as needed.  Must be 

available to work weekends and holidays.  Must work well with others as a team and help co-workers as 

needed.  Should have an eye for detail.  Must possess honesty and integrity.  Must be courteous and 

tactful at all times towards club members, superiors and co-workers.  Must be innovative and look for 

areas that need improvement.  Must treat others with kindness and respect at all times.  Must perform 

other duties as required.  Must conduct him / herself in a professional manner when on shift.  Must 

arrive in and maintain a professional appearance at work.  Must have a dependable means of 

transportation to and from work.  Must provide own knives and some specialty small tools, as required 

by job. 



OTHER INFORMATION  
 

Benefits: You will be provided company benefit policy description upon hiring. Paid Time Off (PTO) 

Benefits Long-Term Disability Holiday Pay Flexible Spending Accounts Medical / Prescription Drug 

Health Reimbursement Account Dental / Vision 401(k) Saving Plan Gr

Accommodation: Provided

Accommodation details: Furnished two bedroom apartment within walking distance of Club.  A housing 

deposit of $500. 00 is required.  Deposit will be deducted from your paycheck in four equal amounts of 

$125. 00.  Pending the final condition of your room or the apartment and return of linens, this amount 

may be returned in full within one week of your last day of employment.  A bi-weekly cleaning charge 

of $100 (or $200 / month) will be included (if needed) as part of your rent. Total Employee Cost based 

on: One or Two Occupants $ 731. 00 / month or $ 337. 00 / bi-weekly Three Occupants $ 487. 00 / 

month or $ 224. 00 / bi-weekly

  


